War with the Dragon: Dream
by David Michael, info@glentivar.org
I have had many dreams related to future wars and in most all cases, the Dragon is the
primary foe against the forces of YHWH and is the enemy of the Order of Melkizedek. Satan
is identified in the book of Revelation as the great Dragon who fights against Michael the
Archangel and is in due time cast out of the heavens and forced to the earth. This dreamvision is an example of how the Knights of Melkizedek are called to fight in the higher spiritual
dimensions that will impact the physical world.
The Dream
On the morning of the 1st of July, 2013, I had a dream where I found myself walking on
a narrow road. I was walking quickly knowing that the great dragon as the enemy of YHWH
and the Saints was on my heels and wanted to kill me. I was ready to fight as a knight of the
Order of the Gate but I did not want to engage in such a fight until it was the right time for this
battle.
I have had this dream before in different ways but now it was so real and in the
present. I believe I was actually there and this was not just a dream but a real event I will
witness some time in the future. It was not a distant future dream but a dream that revealed
soon coming events. Also in past dreams of this nature, I had been cornered by the dragon
and was about to be slain but then I awoke. This dream was different.
In this dream, the dragon was massive – perhaps 60 feet tall. I had a sword in my
hand at all times and was always ready to fight the dragon should this be unavoidable even
though I knew intuitively it would mean my death in so doing. I knew it was not time for the
Dragon to die and he was out with a vengeance in killing all of the Melkizedek priests. I saw
them as knights in this dream-vision. I knew of this likely outcome but was still prepared to
fight. “Would I be numbered among his fallen?” I asked myself?
I could sense the presence of the dragon all around me as it caused the hair to stand
up on the back of my neck. Yet he remained hidden from me out of sight as if invisible. I felt
as if he could materialize at any moment right above me and gain the advantage in a fight. I
was very alert with sword in hand anticipating his sudden appearance.
The Empress
Traveling with me in this dream was the Papal crowned Empress of the Holy Roman
Empire, Lynda Von Habsburg. I knew she was the primary target for the dragon and I was
there by YHWH's command to be her protector in this dream.
As we moved quickly along the road, we came upon a great pool of water with
marshes around it with no bridge to cross. We certainly did not have time to go around this
pool as this would give time for the Dragon to catch up to
us.
I intuitively lifted up my sword and called to the
pool and demanded it raise up its ancient bridge from its
depths. Suddenly a great bridge in ruins lifted up out of
the water and we then crossed.
I had expected the dragon to catch up to us by
now but it did not. I could only think that he had been
detained by other Melkizedeks who would give up their
lives to detain him so that we might not be engaged in

battle but continue on our mission in safety.
Dragon Castle
The road after the pool led us through dense forests to a massive stone castle with
many turrets and buildings. It was very ancient yet well maintained with gray stone as its
primary material. As we entered the castle, I stopped suddenly and gazed in sorrow seeing
massive bins of dismembered babies floating in their own blood. These had been put there
by the Draconian (serpent-seed) 'priests' of the dragon as food to be eaten by the attendees
in the castle. I was disgusted at this sight and even more angered by the heartless killing of
the innocent.
I could hear a great gathering in the Great Hall of the castle and it appeared to be the
gathering of the Court of the Dragon. I walked in and saw hundreds milling around chatting
and as they awaited the arrival of the Dragon who was expected at any time. I sensed evil in
that place as thick as a heavy fog yet the Court acted as if it were a great festivity unaware of
the great oppression of the place.
As the Empress also entered with both of us standing just inside the door, I yelled for
silence in a loud voice. I then told them plainly with great boldness that the rightful Empress of
the Empire had arrived to reclaim her castle and they all must pay fealty to her and no longer
to the Dragon.
Not one person said a word as silence fell upon the Court with all eyes affixed upon me
and the Empress. As we walked through the crowd, they backed away from us still silent.
No one bowed to the Empress as would be the royal custom. By not bowing, they had
exposed their allegiance to the Dragon.
We then passed through a door at the back of the Great Hall and found ourselves in a
storage room with shelves everywhere. I happened to look up to my right and saw what
looked like a dueling pistol on a shelf. I took the pistol with a 12 round clip also there, put the
clip in the gun and gave it to the Empress and told her to use it if needed for her protection.
We then reentered the great hall. As we entered, I heard a man speaking loudly to the
rest of the Court. He was a young, good looking man and seemed to be well respected by
the rest of the Court.
In his eloquent speech, he was questioning the validity of the Empress as ruler over
them and telling them all they did not need to pay fealty to her. He also consoled them in
saying the Dragon would soon be there to remove us as an intrusion upon their draconian
festivities.
Decapitation
I immediately confronted him in front of the Court and demanded he be silent. He
ignored me and kept on speaking. I quickly walked to him and placed my sword at his back
and forced him at sword point outside to a patio through large French doors. He continued to
object and appealed to the people to rise up and kill me. While he still spoke, I lifted my
sword, swung and cut off his head. His head fell to the patio and immediately rolled down the
stairs leading down to the grounds in the back of the castle as his body fell limp on the stop
step.
The people gasped in horror and were dumbfounded. Their honored speaker was now
dead and they did not know what to do. Still they did not speak and no other person came
forward to stand in the defense of the now decapitated young man nor would anyone openly
question the rightful status of the Empress to rule over them.

Our Escape
I knew the Dragon would arrive soon and challenge me to the death and then seek to
kill the Empress for opposing his claim as ruler over the Empire. I then found myself with the
Empress now outside of the castle moving quickly toward another forested area.
I then began to awaken. I remember saying this prayer as a plea to YHWH while
becoming aware of my surroundings but still in a dreamy state , “Lord please keep me from
killing the innocent.” I knew that to mistakenly kill the innocent would bring me into judgment
in the courts of heaven.
Fully Awake
In reflection now fully awake, it was clear the Lords and Ladies of the Dragon Court
were the servants of the Dragon. Their souls had already been sold-out to the Dragon in
exchange for power, honor, riches and comforts. The food given to them of dismembered
babies showed the great depravity into which they had fallen within this Draconian kingdom
that was led by Satan. They had all become cannibals literally feeding upon the innocent in
embracing Satanism.
Since the dragon had not yet arrived, it was evident that the dragon was detained by
other priest-knights of YHWH. However I knew this delay was to be short lived and he would
be arriving soon to the castle. Only one person of the Dragon Court raised their voice in
opposition to the right to rule by the Empress and he died for this. It would appear the others
knew she was the rightful ruler but were simply wanting to keep their 'heads' in awaiting the
arrival of the Dragon to kill us both.
My sense now fully awake is that escaped this castle just before the Dragon arrived.
This castle is symbolic of the Kingdom of Jerusalem and of the Holy Roman Empire that is an
ongoing battle that will continue to be fought into the future as Y'Shua returns with his
heavenly armies. In scripture, the Dragon arrived in Jerusalem as the Beast of Revelation.
Background
It should be noted that Pope Benedict before retiring as the Pope of the Roman
Catholic Church affirmed Karl Von Habsburg, the husband of Lynda Von Habsburg, as the
rightful King of Jerusalem. Therefore the claim of rulership by Lynda is valid under both the
political and ecclesiastical law of the Roman Catholic Church. This claim is inherited primarily
though the female line of the Habsburg-Lorraine dynasty originating with Charlemagne who
married into the female line of King David in the 8 th century.
It is also clear from this dream that one of the missions of the Melkizedek is to provide
both physical and spiritual protection to Empress Lynda Von Habsburg who is the papal
crowned Empress of the Holy Roman Empire. This we have sought to do by the power of
YHWH assisted by his angelic armies. How long this will be possible is dependent upon the
good will of the Empress who I know personally as her former chaplain. May our Lord and
King Y'Shua come quickly to dispatch the Dragon before there is no one left of the royal seed
of Adam and of King David. Amen.

